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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0027546A2] 1. A paper sheet feed apparatus for a printer having a cylindrical platen (12) for holding and advancing a sheet of paper,
said platen comprising first and second pressure means for applying a sheet of paper against the platen between an input portion and an output
portion, of the type including : - a rectangular tray (21) for supporting thereon a paper sheet stack, one edge of which is provided in close and
parallel relationship with said platen (12), - sheet separation means for separating the lower most sheet from the remaining portion of the stack,
comprising at least a sheet shingler wheel (29) located in a recessed portion of said tray (21) and able to cooperate with lower most sheet (30a)
of the stack, - rotation drive means (32) to effect rotation of said wheel (29), - guiding means for driving said lower most sheet onto said platen,
- support means for supporting printed sheets and, - removal means for removing said printed sheet from said platen and for driving it onto said
printed sheet support means, characterized in that : - said tray (21) includes a rear support (24) and a forward support (26, 27) separated by said
recessed portion, for respectively supporting thereon the rear and forward ends of a stack of paper, said forward end being the one the closest to
said platen, - said separation means include : - control means (31) responsive to a first command for driving said drive means (32) in a first direction
tending to move the lower most sheet (30a) backwards, and - first sensing means (35) for sensing when the edge of said lower most sheet (30a)
is no longer supported by said forward support (26, 27) of tray (21) at which time said forward edge is separated from the remaining portion of the
paper stack by gravity, for generating in response to said sensing a second control signal and applying said signal to said control means (31) for
driving said driving means (32) into the opposite direction, which drives said lower most sheet (30a) forward, - said guiding means are located under
said forward support (26, 27) for cooperating id with the forward edge of said lower most sheet (30a) when said forward edge has been separated
from the remaining portion of the paper stack and moves in said opposite direction and for orientating said sheet toward said first pressure means
of said platen, - said removal means (46, 47) are located above said guiding means and said tray (21), and - said printed sheet support means are
comprised of a cover (95) which, in operating position, covers the paper stack provided on said tray and, in the same time, allows the lower most
sheet of the paper stack to be applied onto said shingler wheel with a uniform pressure.
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